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BEING SMART WHEN RENEWING WATER NETWORKS

A

few months ago, the south of Austria experienced severe storms and
the worst flooding in 30 years. Streets were flushed away and vast
areas of forests and land flooded, despite the country’s rather high
network standard. In a less prepared country, the consequences would
have been even worse. “It is frightening how bad the overall condition of
the water network in Europe is.” said Pierre Sommereijns, CEO of GRP
pipe producer Amiblu. What follows is an interview with Pierre about
future challenges and renovation options for pipe networks.
Why is the European water network in dire need of rehabilitation?
Sommereijns replied: “European cities are full of history and by that I
mean that they are old. Just like the water networks supporting them.
Back when they were built, they did not have materials like GRP that last
for 150 years. Networks made of ductile iron, concrete, and steel corrode
and jeopardise our precious water. Brick sewers collapse and endanger
life above ground. Furthermore, even if they structurally hold up, around Pierre Somereijns,
23% of drinking water is on average lost every year in Europe because of Amiblu CEO.
leaking networks. Then of course, we have the constant expansion of
urban areas that make the reliable, efficient treatment of wastewater a key issue for water facilities
and municipalities. The sewer network of Europe has a length of 3,000,000 km. It could span the
world 75 times. A length that, even with the most sophisticated assessment equipment, is tough to
monitor and maintain. Modern pipe materials with smart monitoring options need to be the future.
Also, on top of that we have more extreme weather events. Rainfalls become increasingly heavy
and, in combination with impervious surfaces such as roofs and asphalted roads, once reliable
systems are on the brink of collapse. Flooding and overloaded wastewater treatment plants are the
consequence.
What are the options to rehabilitate pipelines and prevent failures? Sommereijns said: “It
depends on the structural condition of the existing network. That is also the problem. It is extremely
tough to assess whether a pipe is still structurally sound or not. Therefore, many operators and
engineers opt for a rehab solution that not only rehabilitates the inside of the pipeline but also the
outside, meaning a structural long-term solution. You can, for example, insert premade elements
into the old pipeline and renew the pipe with a method called sliplining. Or you can insert a resin-
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saturated tube into the old channel and cure the resin using hot water or
steam or – if the tube is made of fiberglass – UV light. This method is
cured-in-place pipe or CIPP and, to my knowledge, is mainly used for
smaller diameters. Sliplining with prefabricated profiles is the way to go
for bigger diameters, as you can control the curing and are also very
flexible regarding the shape of the new pipeline. At Amiblu, we have
delivered the most unconventional non-circular (NC) shapes with
diameters of up to 4 meters.”
Which solutions does Amiblu provide in terms of rehab? Sommereijns
said: “For decades, Amiblu and its two technologies Flowtite and Hobas
have provided circular and NC pipes to renew old channels. The usually 2
to 3 meter long elements are tailor-made for the old pipeline and can
easily be joined in the channel without welding. The low weight of the Non-circular Amiblu
GRP elements comes in handy when moving them around at urban GRP pipes can be
construction sites where space is often limited and big cranes are no produced in all
option. Once the old channel is lined with the circular or NC profiles, the shapes and sizes.
small space between old and the new channel is grouted and you get a
completely new pipeline. Even though the diameter is slightly smaller, Amiblu pipes have a mirrorlike inner surface that allows for more water to flow through than before.”
Do you have new solutions in store and what innovations can we expect in the rehab sector?
Sommereijns replied: “We offer special products that particularly serve cities with combined sewer
systems. Our Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) chamber (http://bit.ly/CSO_Amiscreen) and our
Amiscreen are two systems that provide a tailor-made filtering of pollutants in stormwater and
sewage during severe weather events. The Amiscreen solids retention system can also be integrated
into stormwater overflow basins (http://bit.ly/SOB_Amiscreen) of other materials like concrete, both
in new constructions and as subsequent upgrade. Other than classical screening elements like rakes
or sieves which are effective at the weir, the Amiscreen pollutant retention works directly inside the
reservoir, enabling a much larger screening surface. When the combined sewage enters the basin,
the flow rate is reduced. As a result, only tiny particles can pass through the openings at a very low
velocity. Larger particles slide along to the walls and are not forced into the perforations. Therefore,
they cannot clump together and clog the screen, and visible pollution in the receiving waters or at
the discharge point of the stormwater discharge is a thing of the past.
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DRILLING TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE TRACTO-TECHNOLOGY AT BAUMA 2019

T

RACTO-TECHNIK from Lennestadt,
Germany is internationally renowned for
its innovative solutions for trenchless
installation and renewal of pipelines. At the
world’s largest construction machinery trade
fair ‘bauma’, which took place in Munich
between 8 to 14 April 2019, the special
machinery manufacturer presented its
complete ‘Smart technology to bring the
essentials for life to everyone’ with numerous
ground-breaking
innovations
and
a
completely new brand identity. At bauma
2019, TRACTO-TECHNIK showed how
intelligent NODIG solutions can provide TRACTO-TECHNIK’s digital solutions for HDD
people with these essentials in an efficient drilling technology centrally link planning,
and economical way using the motto execution, billing, documentation and service.
‘trenchless technology - simple & easy’. The
concept with its holistic approach is unique
in the industry and it is claimed sets standards for the pipeline construction of the future.
SMART TECHNOLOGY
The enthusiasm for optimal solutions and the passion for trenchless technology have always been
the driving forces behind the success of TRACTO-TECHNIK. In recent years, the family-run
company has invested extensively in the optimisation of its organisation and structures in order to
meet the demands of the markets for intelligent trenchless technology in the long term. Through
increased automation, digitisation and cross-linking, TRACTO-TECHNIK is now in a position to
offer flexible solutions for all areas of pipeline construction that significantly increase productivity
and profitability in the construction of underground lifelines. This is what the corporate vision
‘Smart technology to bring the essentials for life to everyone’ stands for.
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TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY - SIMPLE & EASY
At bauma 2019, trade visitors experienced trenchless
technology on a whole new level. There they learnt
how to solve their complex tasks even faster and
easier using the trend-setting solutions of TRACTOTECHNIK. By consistently focusing on user
requirements and trends in pipeline construction, a
comprehensive product portfolio was created which
comprises innovative drilling equipment, digital
products and services for trenchless construction and
is unique on the market.
Among the highlights presented to the public for
the first time in Munich were new generations of
GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammers and TRACTO-TECHNIK offers flexible
GRUNDODRILL horizontal drilling rigs. Further solutions for all areas of trenchless
solution modules for more efficiency and pipeline construction, enabling pipe
productivity in trenchless pipeline construction installation and renewal is possible in an
included
innovative
digital
products
and economical way.
comprehensive services that are specially tailored to
the requirements of trenchless construction. The services included financing, used equipment and
after sales as well as training and geoservice for customers in Germany. With this complete range
TRACTO-TECHNIK makes trenchless pipeline construction ‘simple & easy’.
RELIABILITY REDEFINED
For more than five decades, the GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammers have stood for on-target
underground pipe installation. Standard applications of the versatile soil displacement hammer
include the installation of pipes up to OD160 or cables under roads along with the trenchless
construction of house connections. Another application is steel pipe installation, pipe renewal or pile
foundations in vertical applications.
The optimised design of the new GRUNDOMAT generation meets exactly these requirements
through a combination of proven concepts and innovative technical solutions. Proven features have
been kept - such as for example the two-stroke method developed by TRACTO-TECHNIK, which
allows the GRUNDOMAT to work particularly precisely even in stony soils. New solutions have
further improved durability and significantly reduced service costs. For the user, this means the
highest possible productivity and maximum economy when laying pipes using the soil displacement
method.
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THE DRILLING RIG OF THE FUTURE
Horizontal Directional Drilling is a complex process that places equally diverse demands on
machine technology. With the directional drilling rig, longitudinal installations, crossings and
underpasses of water and other traffic routes can be carried out, even in rocky ground.
The new GRUNDODRILL generation rigs from TRACTO-TECHNIK, offering a groundbreaking concept that enables the greatest possible flexibility and maximum productivity in
directional drilling, is the result of intensive analysis of the users’ requirements. The pioneering
combination of innovative technology and maximum digitisation has resulted in a complete series
with six models in the performance classes from 60 to 280 kN, with a consistent concept that is
convincing in every respect. The most important features include:

Modular design for different machine sizes and a multitude of options

Rock drilling in all performance classes

The intuitive operating concept is consistently tailored to the needs of the operator.

Remote-controlled drilling due to maximum automation of all processes

The integration of the DCI locating display further simplifies control of the drilling
process

Innovative design concept with high-tech operator's cabin that allows panoramic view
without tilting the cabin

Digital solutions for HDD drilling technology combine planning, execution, billing,
documentation and service centrally in order to individually control and sustainably
increase the productivity of the drilling equipment.
At bauma 2019, trade visitors were able to convince themselves of the ground-breaking and well
thought-out concept of the new GRUNDODRILL generation with the 90 kN and 130 kN device
classes.
SMART NODIG TECHNOLOGY
The TRACTO-TECHNIK portfolio also includes a variety of other NODIG systems, all of which
were presented at bauma 2019. In addition to the proven GRUNDORAM horizontal rammers for the
© 2019 NoDig Media Services
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dynamic installation of steel pipes up to 4,000 mm diameter,
this also included the GRUNDOPIT-Mini drilling rigs.
With the GRUNDOPIT PS60, house connections for gas,
water, electricity, fibre optic cables and sewage pressure pipes
as well as longitudinal installations up to 100 m in length can
be made quickly and economically. The compact drilling rig
can be started from out of a small pit or directly from a
basement. In addition to house connections, it is also possible to
cross under traffic routes as well as rivers and streams. Another
innovation from TRACTO-TECHNIK is the GRUNDOPIT
KS50, for installing, repairing or renewing house connections TRACTO-TECHNIK offers
from out of a round construction pit (keyhole of maximum 650 flexible solutions for all areas
mm diameter). This minimally invasive technology enables the of underground pipeline
sustainable restoration of the road surface with the least construction to supply people
with what they need.
possible disruption to road traffic.
TRACTO-TECHNIK is also a market leader in trenchless
pipe renewal with its pipe bursting systems. The dynamic GRUNDOCRACK pipe bursting system,
which can also be used for dynamic pipe installation, and the static GRUNDOBURST pipe bursting
system were on display at bauma 2019. The GRUNDOBURST systems with tensile forces of 400 to
2,500 t are universally applicable for trenchless pipe renewal as well as for renovation methods such
as relining, TIP or pipe reduction.
TRACTO-TECHNIK took part in the BAUMA event for the 18th time. On almost 2,000 m2, an
attractive programme completed the presentation of the entire product and service portfolio. This
included demonstrations of the new GRUNDOMAT and GRUNDODRILL generations with live
transmission several times a day and Virtual Reality experiences, which realistically demonstrate the
trend-setting GRUNDODRILL operating concept, vouchers for testing the digital COCKPIT and
QUICKPATH solutions as well as sales promotions for selected equipment. Around 80 consultants
from 15 countries were on site to answer all questions comprehensively. Website:
www.tracto-technik.com
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AUGER EXPANDS DEDICATED TECH SERVICE

E

xpanding tech specialist for the insurance industry Auger has further grown its UK network
with the appointment of nine more recruits.
The new employees include six engineers, taking the dedicated engineering network to more than
80 with a data-driven approach and
cutting-edge technology in support of
drainage and water mains claims.
As part of its growth, the new recruits
will be put through the Auger Academy
where they will be trained in the relevant
skills
in
engineering,
account
management and technology.
Nicola Lyon, head of recruitment and
people development at Auger, said: “We
are finding the Academy to be hugely
beneficial as we expand further. This
means we can train our new employees in
the skills they need in the same way and
provide a consistent high level of service
our clients have come to expect wherever
they are.”
Training under the Academy includes
partnering engineers with senior staff.
This is supported
by industry-leading
technology
including bespoke
software tools and
apps which allow
Nicola Lyon, head
of recruitment
and people
development at
Auger.
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staff to file information and reports quickly and easily from wherever they are in the UK.
Meanwhile, Auger is recruiting for new staff in a range of roles around the UK including drain
repair engineers, drainage investigation engineer, subsidence investigation engineers and water
mains engineers. Website: www.auger.co.uk

AKKERMAN IS CERTIFIED TO ISO 9001:2015

A

kkerman Inc., a premier trenchless underground
construction systems manufacturer, attained the
International Organization for Standardisation (ISO)
ISO 9001:2015 for its quality management system at
its sole manufacturing facility in Brownsdale,
Minnesota, USA.
Following an independent audit conducted by SAI
Global, the certificate was issued on January 18, 2019.
The scope of the certification applies to the design,
manufacture, sales, and services of on line and on
grade tunnelling and pipe jacking products for the
underground sewer, water, gas, and electrical utilities The Akkerman proudly displays its ISO
industries.
Certification.
Akkerman embarked on the implementation of its
quality management system in 2015 with consulting assistance from Enterprise Minnesota who was
integral to the system’s execution.
Justin Akkerman, Akkerman operations manager, remarked: “Minnesota Occupational Safety and
Health recognised us through the Minnesota Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program
for our safety program in 2010. Having our management system certified to ISO 9001:2015 was a
natural progression to strengthen the business.”
Akkerman further said: “Not only does our comprehensive quality management system benefit our
employees through procedure efficiencies and repeat-ability, but our customers can also feel
confident in knowing that the equipment that we manufacture is subject to the highest standards and
continuous improvement at every step in the manufacturing process. Our ISO 9001:2015 Quality
Management System ensures that from design conception to final product testing, our equipment is
produced with quality and value at the forefront.” Website: www.akkerman.com
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GAZ-SYSTEM: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

T

he Environmental Impact Assessment reports for the GAZSYSTEM Baltic Pipr Project investment have been
submitted in all three countries the territorial seas of which the
offshore gas pipeline constructed on the Baltic Sea bed will go
through. It happened, according to the schedule, on 28 March
2019 in Poland, on 19 March 2019 in Sweden and on 25 January
2019 in Denmark.
The Environmental Impact Assessment report for the Polish part of the project was submitted to
the Regional Directorate for Environmental Protection in Szczecin. In Sweden and Denmark, on the
other hand, the documents constituting parts of the applications for construction permits were
submitted to the Swedish Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation and to the Danish Energy Agency,
respectively.
The reports contain the results of the comprehensive environmental survey campaign conducted
along all the considered variants of the offshore gas pipeline route. The surveys, lasting over a year,
allowed developing the project impact assessments for the key environment elements, including
nature, local communities and tourism. The research was carried out with regard to the periods of
the gas pipeline construction, operation and decommissioning.
“Care for the safety of people and environment is one of the main objectives during the
implementation of the whole Baltic Pipe project. For that reason, based on the environmental
surveys and analyses carried out, the original project assumptions have been modified. One of the
key modifications was, for example, choosing a trenchless method for constructing the landfall at
the place where the gas pipeline changes over from offshore to onshore, so that in Poland it will go
through a microtunnel under the beach and sand dunes. A similar solution is going to be
implemented in Denmark, thanks to which the impact on the coastline, inhabitants or tourism will be
mitigated as much as possible.” said Tomasz Stępień, President of the Management Board at GAZSYSTEM S.A.
Detailed environmental, geophysical and geotechnical surveys which have been carried out also
allowed developing the cross-border assessment of the project environmental impact, showing to
what extent activities performed in each country can affect neighbouring countries. Everyone who is
interested in the documentation or in submitting comments or requests may participate actively in
consultations through the medium of the authorities that the reports were submitted to.
The works within the framework of the onshore part of the Baltic Pipe project executed by GAZSYSTEM in the territory of Poland are also at an advanced stage. The onshore part of the
investment has already obtained the first environmental decision. It was issued by the Regional
Director for Environmental Protection in Gorzów Wielkopolski for the Goleniów-Lwówek gas
pipeline.
Independently of the so-called environmental procedures, the tender processes aimed at selecting
the companies ready to perform contracts for the offshore gas pipeline are being executed in line
with the schedule. Detailed analytical and design engineering works are also ongoing for the
construction of the offshore part will kick off in 2020 and finish in 2022.
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BEHRMAN CAPITAL ACQUIRES WATERLINE

B

ehrman Capital, a private equity investment firm based in
New York and San Francisco, recently announced that it
has acquired Waterline Renewal Technologies, Inc., a division
of Triwater Holdings. Members of Waterline’s senior
management team invested in the transaction alongside Behrman. Financial terms of the transaction
were not disclosed.
Waterline is a leading provider of engineered products used in the trenchless rehabilitation of
wastewater infrastructure for municipal, commercial, industrial, and residential applications. The
Company’s patented line of products and technologies allows its customers to deliver long-lasting
solutions that repair sewer systems and wastewater lines without the need for excavation or property
damage, and prevent overflow created by excess inflow and infiltration of ground water into the
wastewater system.
The Company is organised and markets itself principally across three industry-leading brands:
LMK, a provider of trenchless cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) products and technologies for municipal
contractors, Perma-Liner, a provider of trenchless, CIPP products and technologies for plumbers and
drain cleaners, and AP/M Permaform, a provider of spray-on coatings for manholes, large diameter
pipe rehabilitation solutions and anti-bacterial agents for corrosion prevention.
Grant G. Behrman, Managing Partner of Behrman Capital, said: “Waterline is a leader in the
growing wastewater solutions market with innovative pipe rehabilitation solutions. Through
Waterline’s best-in-class brands, multiple channels to market, and industry and technology
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know-how, the Company has consistently provided effective wastewater infrastructure solutions for
its installer partners while delivering strong financial performance. We look forward to
collaborating with the management team to capitalise on a range of attractive growth initiatives,
including select acquisitions and the expansion of Waterline’s technology offerings.”
Waterline’s management team, headed by Matt Fishbune, President, will continue to lead the
Company under Behrman’s ownership.
Fishbune added: “We are excited to begin this new chapter for Waterline by joining forces with
Behrman Capital. This new partnership will enable our company to draw on Behrman’s deep
experience in specialty manufacturing and distribution, as well as with government customers. We
look forward to further expansion of our core technologies, enhancing our product offering, and
scaling our business and geographical reach, which will create exciting new opportunities for our
valued customers, suppliers, and our talented employees.” Website: www.behrmancap.com

NEW TRENCHLESS TECHNIQUES GUIDE AVAILABLE

A

new guide has recently been published exploring
trenchless techniques for pipeline renovation and
repair.
The guide is available to download for free from the web.
It has been produced by the publications Water &
Wastewater Treatment and WET News as part of their
‘WWT Explains…’ series and is intended to be an objective,
educational guide to the topic.
The report examines in detail the various trenchless
technologies that can be used, the benefits they can offer and
the innovations that are being introduced to further extend The new trenchless guide.
this approach to pipeline repair.
The report has been produced by the publications in conjunction with specialist trenchless
supplier, Source One Environmental (S1E).
S1E MD Glenn Cartledge commented, “We believe that trenchless techniques offer enormous
benefits over the traditional route of excavation and replacement of failing pipelines. However,
these techniques could be much more widely used than they currently are. There is a job to do in
explaining the techniques and their benefits more widely across the industry and getting involved in
the creation of this report is one way in which we felt we could support that.” To download the
report, visit: www.wwtonline.co.uk/Download/WWTExplains
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LANEY AND IPC FORM STRATEGIC ALLIANCE

L

aney Group, Inc. and Innovative
Pipeline Crossings, Inc. (IPC) have
signed a teaming agreement, under which
they will cooperatively pursue projects that
require a combination of their services and
expertise. Laney provides an integrated
suite of Engineering, HDD, Direct Pipe® and Project Management solutions internationally. IPC, a
Bothar Group Company, provides Direct Pipe®, Auger Boring, Pipe Jacking and Microtunnelling
solutions throughout Canada. Laney and IPC will strategically augment each other’s existing
capabilities in their respective markets.
Laney Group, Inc. has a long history and is an established leader in HDD and Direct Pipe®
Installations internationally. As part of a recent management change and an industry acquisition,
Laney now delivers integrated Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Project Management
Solutions to serve its clients in the trenchless industry and beyond worldwide. Per Todd Miller,
Laney Group CEO, said: “First and foremost, IPC and Bothar are both world-class companies led by
world-class leaders. We are thrilled to be partnering with IPC to be able to deliver a comprehensive
suite of trenchless solutions to our international clients in a world-class manner. We look forward to
the next steps.”
With a proven track record of successful projects, IPC is currently one of the largest Direct Pipe®
contractors in Canada. Notable accomplishments include simultaneous DPI operations in British
Columbia and Ontario in 2017 and a Performance World Record for drilling 218 m in 24 hours.
IPC was acquired by the Bothar Group of Companies in November 2018, one of the largest
microtunnelling contractors in the world. Since the acquisition, IPC has been expanding its range of
operations into other disciplines such as Auger Boring, Pipe Jacking and Microtunnelling.
This cooperation agreement allows both companies to collaborate on a full range of trenchless
installation technologies and solutions in North America and internationally. Combined technical
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experience, access to specialised equipment and utilisation of engineering knowledge and
experience will enable both parties to provide the best technical and most cost-effective solutions to
clients across the range of trenchless solutions.
Peter Hennig – CEO of IPC, Inc. said: “A trustful relationship between the senior management of
both entities will allow for a successful future in this alliance. I am very excited for both of our
companies and our employees. New opportunities, paired with each of our experiences and available
resources, will open up the path to exciting new horizons.” Websites: www.ipipecrossings.com or
www.laneydrilling.com

AMS WINS BIG ON HORNSEA TWO
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McElroy Manufacturing is the
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polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
PE engineers and contractors
worldwide.

A

UK engineering company in
North Lincolnshire has won a
huge contract worth well over £1
million, for part of the onshore cable
works for Hornsea Two, an offshore
wind farm being constructed 89 km
off the Yorkshire Coast.
AMS Trenchless Specialists, based
in Scunthorpe, will undertake
Horizontal
Directional
Drilling
(HDD), a method of installing
ducting and cables beneath existing
infrastructure without disruption, at
the landfall site in Horseshoe Point An aerial view of one of AMS’s drilling site on the
where the offshore cables meet the Hornsea One project.
onshore cables.
This contract builds on the existing relationship between the East-coast firm and Ørsted, the
world’s largest offshore wind developer, following previous works for Hornsea Two’s sister project,
Hornsea One.
Hornsea Two is in the early stages of construction, and when complete in 2022 it will be able to
power well over 1.3 million homes, overtaking Hornsea One, due for completion next year, as the
world’s biggest offshore wind farm.
Duncan Clark, project director for both Hornsea One and Two, said: “We are delighted to
welcome another UK firm to join us in building the UK’s largest renewable energy project currently
under construction. Lancashire-based VolkerInfra is installing the onshore cable, the onshore
substation is being built by Balfour Beatty, and the fact that AMS Trenchless Specialists, which is
based literally up the road from our onshore site, will be working with us again is a testament to its
previous work on Hornsea One.”
Using Horizontal Directional Drilling means that the cable can be buried underground without
using trenches or disrupting the existing sea defences in the intertidal area that links the offshore
infrastructure with the onshore infrastructure.
George Aitkenhead, Managing Director, AMS Trenchless Specialists said: “We feel proud to
again have the opportunity to work on a project that will make a significant difference to the UK’s
clean electricity system. HDD is a fast, efficient and environmentally friendly way to install this
much needed infrastructure, whilst minimising disruption. It is great to see global firms, such as
Ørsted, recognise our wealth of experience and continue place such big contracts with local firms
like ours. For us, the offshore wind industry provides big opportunities in a market that is only going
to keep growing.”
The news follows publication of the Offshore Wind Sector Deal, a partnership between
Government and industry setting out to achieve a third of our country’s electricity from offshore
wind by 2030.
The UK already leads the world in offshore wind, and the recently announced Deal outlined plans
for an Offshore Wind Growth Partnership, to increase productivity and competitiveness in the
supply chain, and drive more UK content into offshore windfarms both for projects in the UK and
abroad. The works are expected to start in May and continue until September.
Hornsea 2 has a capacity of 1.4 GW, enough power for well over 1.3 million homes. It will consist
of 165 Siemens Gamesa 8 MW turbines, with the majority of the 81 m blades to be made in Hull,
UK which will be located 89 km off the coast of Yorkshire. It will be operated from Ørsted’s new
operations hub in Grimsby which will be the largest facility of its kind in the UK when built
AMS will utilise three drills in total, for the project’s three electrical circuits of export cable with
220 kV cables going under existing sea defences at Horseshoe Point. Due to these existing sea
defences, an open trench method cannot be used to bury the cables. Using HDD means the cables
can be buried safely under the existing infrastructure, minimising disruption. Website:
www.amsnodig.com
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UNDERPINNING SALES TEAM WITH FRONT LINE EXPERIENCE
.A. Drilling Ltd recently
expanded its sales team with the
addition of Ian Anderson who brings
with him a wealth of practical HDD
experience gathered over many years
on a whole range of drilling
equipment.
Hailing from a small mining town
of Hazelrigg north of Newcastleupon-Tyne, Ian (55) left school in
1981 and initially studied electronics
at Newcastle – upon-Tyne technical
college and was to later joined a
local
electricity
installation
company, were Ian become quickly
involved with HDD.
Ian’s initial duties was as a An American Augers DD625 Tri-axle drilling rig.
‘general duties assistant’, after a few
years as an onsite operative Ian was heavily involved with the impact moling installation division
within the company.
In the early 1990s, HDD was in its infancy in the UK and Ian’s employer was too recognise the
benefits of duct and cable installation uaing HDD methods, this move towards HDD saw Ian
quickly move to a position managing HDD projects in 1993.
Ian’s personal career has progressed from the early days of the small basic HDD to date to where
he has worked with most of the well known HDD drill rig manufactures including Astec (Toro) to
the larger Maxi Rig of American Auger (DD110T,DD240T, and DD440T-200ton).
Ian has managed projects all over the world with many different challenges on projects carried out
in the UK and overseas
In 2012, the opportunity to work freelance all over the world, this career move offered Ian a
greater opportunity to work with the larger projects and ‘Maxi Rig’ and subsequently has homed his
skills and knowledge on both small and bigger challenging project.
For example, he has worked in South Africa on a 6-month contract with an American Auger
DD110 equipped with Air hammer as well as also working in Egypt on an American Augers DD625
installation crossing the river Nile.

T
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AMERICAN AUGERS IN EGYPT
One of Ian’s most memorable achievements was to be apart of the management team on the
Barranquilla Columbia on an intercept installation, using an American Auger DD440T (200 t) and a
American Auger DD1100 RS working on the same project, with the HDD rigs drilling towards each
other to complete a single bore pipe installation 32 in diameter steel pipe over 2.8 km
AMERICAN AUGER DD1100 RS
Other countries in which Ian has worked include Malta, Holland, France and Germany with many
crossings and out falls under his belt.
Ian is also experienced in many variations of tracking (Locating) equipment from the early days of
the Radiodetection 385R and with the Subsite ® and the latest DCI Falcon® system, also working
alongside Gyro steering systems and engineers.
In combination with Ian’s knowledge of HDD mud products and T A Drilling as a distributor of
Bariod (Cebo) products in the UK and Ireland, Ian has the experience to assist with all HDD
requirements.
Phil Benford, Managing Director of T
A Drilling (Sales) Ltd said: “T.A.
Drilling Ltd is pleased to have Ian on
board with his wealth of experience and
knowledge of the HDD industry. In this
industry
Ian’s
experience
and
knowledge is invaluable and brings
with him is real benefit for our
customers and TA Drilling, we are
delighted to have Ian on board.”
Website: www.tadrilling.co.uk
An American Augers DD-110 drilling
rig.
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TUNNELLING TANYA BREAKS THROUGH IN PAISLEY

A

state-of-the-art tunnel boring machine called
Tunnelling Tanya has reached a significant
milestone and ‘broken through’ in Paisley ahead of the
completion of Scottish Water’s major investment to
improve water quality and the natural environment in
two local rivers.
The TBM broke through in the town’s Saucelhill
Park after completing the final section in the middle of
a 1 mile (1.6 km) long sewer, or wastewater tunnel,
under the streets of Paisley in the £17 million project.
Tunnelling Tanya, and one other TBM before her,
have been constructing the tunnel since autumn 2016 Tunnelling Tanya after breakthrough
as part of the project, which also includes the in Paisley, Scotland.
installation of Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) in
the town centre.
The machine broke through at the bottom of a 65 ft (19.8 m) deep shaft when the cutting head
removed the final pieces of earth and rock along the route. On the final drive of about 280 m, the
TBM removed about 5,000 t of rock and on the entire route an estimated 25,000 t. During the
construction, the TBM installed 109 concrete pipes which form the tunnel.
Speaking after watching the breakthrough, project manager Brian Boland said: “This is a great
achievement for the team as it is obviously a key moment in the project and follows 2½ years of
complex and painstaking work. We have experienced significant engineering challenges during the
tunnelling and this has meant the work took longer than we had originally anticipated. But we have
overcome those challenges and I’m delighted that we have now completed the tunnelling. We are
particularly thankful to the people of the area for their patience and understanding while this work
has been progressing.”
Work will now start on dismantling the TBM and covering the shafts at the breakthrough point
adjacent to Canal Street railway station and Saucelhill Park and at another shaft in South Campbell
Street. These areas will be reinstated so that the infrastructure is invisible and the landscape is
restored to the condition it was in before the work started.
The new infrastructure, which is the biggest investment of its kind Scottish Water has ever made
in Renfrewshire, will substantially reduce the frequency of spills from the sewer network into the
Espedair Burn and White Cart Water in storm conditions.
Contractor Amey, working for Scottish Water, is constructing a large diameter interceptor sewer
which will start at Bridge Street car park and go across the Watermill Hotel car park and Lonend
before going along Saucel Street, beneath Saucelhill Park and the railway line near Canal Street
Station, Espedair Street, Rowan Street and Kilncroft Lane/Neilston Road.
The new sewer will prevent spills by intercepting the overflows from CSOs currently spilling to
the Espedair Burn. It will then transfer these flows downstream to the new CSO being built near
Bridge Street/Mill Street. The sewer will, therefore, completely remove the spills from the Espedair
Burn.
At 1.5 m diameter (5 ft) and weighing in at an impressive 23 t, Tunnelling Tanya was named by
Hope Hunter, a pupil at St Charles Primary School. The new stretch of sewer has a diameter of up to
1.5 m and was installed at depths of between 4 m and 20 m. A total of 15 shafts were installed along
the sewer route, with the TBMs tunnelling between them.
This method was much more efficient and less disruptive than using the open cut method of
excavating, given the depths of the pipe and the urban location. The project is being delivered for
Scottish Water by contractor Amey working with Donegan Civil Engineering. Website:
www.scottishwater.co.uk
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HERRENKNECHT WINS COVETED INNOVATION AWARD

H

errenknecht started well at bauma 2019 in
Munich, Germany by wining the Innovation
competition with the newly developed and already
practically proven E-Power Pipe® method for the
environmentally friendly installation of underground
cables in the ‘Machine’ category. During the
opening
ceremony,
Ulrich
Schaffhauser,
Management Board member received the trophy for
the bauma Innovation Award 2019.
The Herrenknecht stand at bauma 2019.
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“In its first deployment, the EPower Pipe® method has already
proven to be very convincing.
Using trenchless installation of
underground cables, it protects the
environment to the greatest
possible extent, allows for a rapid
construction progress with high
quality and is also very
economical.”
said
Ulrich
Schaffhauser proudly. The method
was
jointly
developed
by
Herrenknecht in cooperation with
Amprion GmbH and RWTH The Award winning E-Power Pipe® system on display at
Aachen University and has bauma 2019.
already proven success in first
projects, which was a prerequisite for winning the Innovation Award.
The Herrenknecht Group was represented at bauma 2019 with four booths on a total of
approximately 1,600 square meters of exhibition space. The company invited representatives of
contractors, clients and planners from around the world to present them with the latest trends and
developments in tunnelling technology as well as current tunnel projects.
At its main booth focusing on ‘Tunnelling’, Herrenknecht demonstrated where the journey in
tunnelling is going. Pioneering technology that makes the tunnelling process faster and more
efficient, web-based services, 400 features and functions for ‘Safer Operations’ as well as Europe’s
largest urban infrastructure project ‘Grand Paris Express’ was presented. The Group Brands booth
nearby presented the Herrenknecht Group’s entire portfolio of upstream and downstream equipment
and services provided by highly specialised subsidiaries.
Martin Herrenknecht, founder and Chairman of the Board of Management said: “For us bauma is
an ideal platform for informing the industry about ground-breaking technology innovations.
Receiving the bauma Innovation Award 2019 for E-Power Pipe® was a successful start.” As the
leading industry event, the world’s largest trade fair sets the trends of the future. Website:
www.herrenknecht.com
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VERMEER INTRODUCES NEW MX300 MIXING SYSTEM

T

he right-sized mixing system is key for drilling
operations. With a redesigned, slim rectangular
profile tank, the new Vermeer MX300 mixing system
helps horizontal directional drilling (HDD)
contractors optimise productivity and offers
customisable mounting configuration options.
Equipped with a 23 hp (17.2 kW) Kohler ECH
7300 EFI gas engine that outputs 350 gpm (1,324.9 l/
min) of flow, the MX300 mixing system power unit
can be paired with up to two tanks at once to help
decrease time spent mixing and refilling drilling fluid
tanks.
The unit’s narrow rectangular tank design also
helps maximise fluid volume, and a small footprint
can help with convenient transporting and storage.
“The Vermeer MX300 mixing system is an upgrade
to the MX240 model.” explained Tod Michael,
product manager of trenchless products at Vermeer. The new Vermeer MX300 mixing system
“With the ability to use one pump with one or two for HDD drilling operations.
tanks, the MX300 is scalable to a contractor’s jobsite needs from small bores to large-diameter and
longer-distance HDD applications in varying soil types.”
The new Vermeer mixing system can be paired with a 750 gallon (2,839 l) or 1,000 gallon (3,785
l) tank and works with a variety of horizontal directional drills. It features a wide-mouth hopper and
suction hose for the convenient pouring of drilling additives.
The tapered bottom of the rectangular tank design helps prevent additives from settling, building
up and assists with efficient drainage.
At a width of just 40 in (1,016 mm), the MX300 can be mounted to transport two tanks inside a
standard-sized enclosed truck.
The MX300 comes with a 16 gallon (60 l) fuel tank and is convenient to service with access to the
roll jets through the top of the tank and two drainage points that are operated by two accessible
valves. Website: www.vermeer.com
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CHALLENGING TRENCHLESS CULVERT REPAIRS FOR CN RAIL

M

uddRuckers Concrete Leveling & Lifting,
based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada is
a pioneer user in its region of a well-tested
trenchless pipe repair solution from AP/M
Permaform known as CentriPipe, a centrifugally
cast concrete pipe (CCCP) process. “We were
the first local contractors in our area. Prior to
this, we had completed 12 CentriPipe projects.”
explained General Manager Doug Cook. “As
people see the results and realise how useful it
is as a cost-effective trenchless repair system,
we are seeing more new opportunities for it.”
Basically, CentriPipe uses a manually
operated, sled-mounted spincaster, withdrawn
through large diameter pipe, to spray thin, The enclosed and insulated workspace
smooth layers of high-strength, fibre-reinforced enabled the use of CentriPipe on a winter
fine aggregate composite concrete onto the application.
inner surfaces of failing sewers, pipes, and
culverts. In two to three passes, the process casts a brand new, structurally sound concrete pipe that
adheres tightly to failing substrate (thus leaving no annular space for water flow) without relying on
the substrate for support. In most cases, the new pipe is less than 2 in (50 mm) thick, so flow
capacities are only minimally affected. Additional advantages of CCCP include minimal staging
areas; the ability to spincast onto virtually all existing materials, including CMP, brick, and cast
iron; cure times of less than a day; the ability to spincast effectively in moist conditions; and costeffectiveness. In large diameter pipe, CentriPipe’s linier costs compare very favourably to
competing solutions such as cured-in-place pipe (CIPP).
All these advantages caught the attention of the Canadian National Railway (CN), Canada’s
largest railway and only transcontinental railway, with significant track mileage in the central
United States along the Mississippi River valley from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. As an
alternative method of culvert repair, CN commissioned MuddRuckers to complete two pilot
projects. “CentriPipe was attractive to CN because it does not disrupt rail traffic, and because it can
be applied in remote areas.” Cook said. “During the first project, we found out that we could
perform spincasting safely and effectively even while trains were passing over our work site, the
vibration did not seem to affect coverage
at all. So, that is yet another advantage of
this process.”
The two projects were similar, in that
they were both culverts running directly
under high-traffic rail. But they also
presented differing challenges that
illustrate the utility of CCCP in various
rehabilitation scenarios.
FAIRMOUNT ROAD - A WINTER
PROJECT
The Fairmount Road installation was a
large project, with twin 36 in (900 mm)
diameter CMP culverts, 62 ft (19 m) long,
running in parallel underneath a busy
section of rail with trains passing over
roughly hourly. “A good example of track
that simply cannot be disturbed for a
culvert rehabilitation.” Cook said. “Pipe
ramming might have been the choice
here, if CentriPipe had not been available,
but the available staging area was small
and would have made ramming difficult.
This was a perfect situation for
CentriPipe.”
The project took place in January, so
cold was also a challenge. Not extreme
cold, by Manitoba standards, about -20ºC
(4ºF), but temperatures have to be
considerably warmer for the cementitious
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grouts used to mix and flow well, and to cure.
Fortunately, Muddruckers is well practiced when
it comes to work in freezing temperatures. “We
have got it down to a science.”
Plywood and rigid insulation panels of 4 ft x 6
ft (1.2 m x 1.8 m) and 4 ft x 8 ft (1.2 m x 2.4 m)
were used to build walls around the culvert ends,
and the walls were covered with insulated tarps to
create large hoardings. “This is a system that is
fast and easy to put up.” said Cook. “Also, it is
flexible enough to match uneven grades.” With
end enclosures in place, ground thaw heaters and
hoses were introduced and left in place for a few
days; this brought temperatures up in the existing
culvert, and melted ice so that dewatering could MuddRuckers crew uses pallets to cover
take place. Muddruckers has also learned that muddy work site while applying
heating mix water improves quality, so water CentriPipe to a culvert interior with a train
heaters are used during the actual spincasting passing overhead.
process.
Another particular challenge of this project was the culvert condition. Though rusty, the CMP was
mostly intact. However, the culvert was relatively clogged with mud and debris. After most physical
debris was removed, MuddRuckers used a vacuum truck to remove mud and dewater the culvert,
and completed the culvert preparation with scouring. In this case, the existing pipe was sound
enough for spincasting to proceed, but on some projects pipe wall patching is needed and, fairly
often, new inverts are poured to provide a smooth surface for even sled withdrawal. Unusually, there
were some interior brackets in this culvert. “We considered removing them.” said Cook. “But
instead we were able to do the application right over them, and feather around them, when we were
done, they barely showed.”
Once culverts are prepared, the actual CentriPipe work was straightforward. The hoarding around
the work end of the culvert was greatly expanded to enclose the heaters, water tanks, winches, and
pumps needed to supply and withdraw the CentriPipe spincaster, and ½ in (13 mm) layers were
applied on two successive days. Layer thickness is judged by the on-sled operator, who can adjust
withdrawal speed as needed. In some cases, pins or screws are set in existing pipes for use as depth
gauges, and total volume of applied material can be calculated from the amount of bags of material
used. Here, as is typical, MuddRuckers applied PL-8000, a fine aggregate composite concrete from
AP/M Permaform that is fibre-reinforced for high strength and formulated to adhere tightly to most
surfaces, even when moist, to avoid slumping or sloughing during spincasting.
Total time on site was less than two weeks, which included clean up and several non-active days
when heat was maintained to facilitate curing. Hourly rail traffic was never affected, and train
activity did not affect any phase of the CentriPipe work.
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WILKES AVENUE PROJECT
The Wilkes Avenue project was completed during summer months, so cold was not a factor, but like
all projects it had its unique challenges. It was a larger diameter pipe at 42 in (1,067 mm), and it was
longer, 85 ft (26 m), but both dimensions are well within CentriPipe capacity where runs of a few
hundred feet/metres are possible. More significantly, this culvert was considerably more
deteriorated than the Fairmount Road project, and several miles from the nearest railroad crossing,
making logistics more difficult.
To repair the rotted out invert, MuddRuckers poured two layers of PL-12,000, a self-levelling
cementitious product from AP/M Permaform. This created the smooth, level surface needed for
steady spincaster withdrawal. PL-12,000 was also used for patching and repair of peeling sections of
CMP.
Since the weather was warmer, and water was not freezing, dewatering was more difficult. “It was
really saturated, and we could not pump over the tracks. So, we dug coffer dams and just kept
pumping.” Cook explained. “We also had to dig a small hole right in the middle of the culvert,
barely a foot deep, basically to collect water and so we had a place to put a hose end in. We filled it
with concrete just before spincasting.” Mucky conditions also meant that the staging area needed
extra attention; pallets were put down for secure footing and anchors were used as needed on the
withdrawal winch.
As in the Fairmount Road project, actual application was routine once the culvert preparation was
completed. Again, two passes on consecutive days were used to apply a total thickness of 1 in (13
mm).
“I’m happy to say that both projects went very well and have held up, and that CN Rail was happy
with the results.” Doug Cook said. “I expect a lot more projects to be coming down the pipeline.”
Website: www.permaform.net
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IKT LINERREPORT 2018: HAS TREND FOR IMPROVING
QUALITY ENDED?

F

or more than ten years, the performance of CIPP liners continuously improved. But, in recent
years the annual test results have sometimes been poorer. Is this a sign of a reversal in that
trend? Fifteen years ago, IKT published its first LinerReport and has repeated this exercise every
year since. Altogether, these reports include the test results from some 23,000 samples taken from
installed Cured In Place Pipe (CIPP) liners in sewers. This represents sampling from an estimated 2
to 2.5 million meters of lining installed in rehabilitated sewers.
The samples used for the LinerReport are taken at sewer rehabilitation sites shortly after the
installation of a CIPP lining and are then tested at IKT’s two materials testing laboratories, in
Germany and in The Netherlands. Four test criteria are applied: Modulus of elasticity, Flexural
strength, Wall thickness and Water tightness.
The latest IKT LinerReport includes more than 2,100 liner samples, taken at installation sites in
2018 for quality control purposes and examined by the IKT testing laboratories. As in previous
years, the modulus of elasticity, bending strength, wall thickness and water tightness were
determined for each site sample. In each case performance has been determined by comparing the
test results with the expected target values derived for each sample from the relevant product
approval (Germany: DIBt Approval; The Netherlands: KOMO certificate; Switzerland: QUIK
guideline) or client information, e.g. static design calculations.
The average proportion of passed tests results for the four test criteria remained at a high level in
2018 (mean values: 98.9%; 97.5%; 97.4%; 94.1%), similar to the previous year’s level, with a very
small improvement in the modulus of elasticity and very small declines in the other three criteria.
2018 was a good year overall for liner quality.
For about two thirds of the liner samples tested by the IKT in 2018, required target values for all
four criteria were available. Only if all four target values are known, can a complete evaluation of
the sample against all criteria be made. At least one target value was missing for one third of the
samples. Of the total of 1,366 samples with all four nominal values, 90% met the requirement for all
four test criteria. So, one tenth failed at least one test criterion.
THE ‘100% CLUB’
Five lining companies managed to achieve a 100% pass for all four test criteria with all their
samples in 2018. They are:
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Bluelight GmbH with PAA-F-Liner
Hamers Leidingtechniek B.V. with Alphaliner
ISS Kanal Services AG with Alphaliner
Jeschke Umwelttechnik GmbH with Alphaliner
Kanaltechnik Agricola GmbH with Brandenburger Liner

PREVENTING LOSS OF QUALITY
The IKT LinerReport has been reflecting the development of quality
assurance for CIPP sewer lining since 2003/04. Looking back over the Wall thickness
last 15 years, IKT can see a clear trend of improving quality, over measurement requires
about a decade until 2013/15, before stabilising. Since 2015, there has particularly high
been a slight tendency for a decline in performance against the precision.
mechanical test criteria. Has the long-term improvement in CIPP
sewer lining quality assurance ended? This claim seems premature at this time. However, the
slightly declining average test results of the last three to four years indicate that it is not a given that
a high level of quality can be maintained once it has been achieved. This could be interpreted as a
sign of a possible reversal in the trend. There could be several reasons for this including an intensive
struggle by the lining companies for market share in a market that is still very price-competitive, the
development of new machinery and plant capacities, the entry of new market participants and, last
but not least, the much-discussed shortage of skilled workers, which is particularly noticeable in the
commercial sector. Much of this is speculative, so it remains to be seen how the markets develop.
SEWER NETWORK OWNERS MUST ENSURE QUALITY ASSURANCE
In order to maintain a high level of CIPP liner quality, customers should make it clear to suppliers
that quality is important to them and that they take the requirements of the relevant standards and
regulations very seriously. In their function as network owners, they should commission
independent testing themselves and insist on consequences in the event of negative test results.
Clients should make sure that they have CIPP liner installation checked so that there are no quality
loopholes, which can prove to be very expensive in later years. Finally, they should pay much more
attention to acceptance warranties, because then they will still have some control in the event of
inadequate renovation work. Website: www.ikt.de or to download the 2018 report: www.iktonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ikt-linerreport-2018-english.pdf
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PICOTE FILLING THE MILLER GAP FOR CONTRACTORS

O

ver the past decade Picote Solutions has become a wellknown name in pipeline cleaning and rehabilitation,
particularly in respect of its range of High-Speed Milling
machines including the Mini Miller, the Midi Miller and the
Maxi Miller.
However, developments on the machines have always been
centred on the feedback from customers to ensure that the
machines were not only fit-for-purpose on a fundamental level,
but also working to the requirements of the contractors that
were using them. It was from this end-user feedback that
Picote’s development team understood that there was in fact a
gap in the range that needed to be filled, situated between the
Midi and Maxi units.
CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS
What was being asked for was a high-speed milling machine
that effectively had the capability of the larger machine, but at
a weight and size of the smaller machine. So the development
team went to work. This effort resulted in the recent launch of The Picote Super Midi in action
the Picote Super Midi Miller.
on the Queensferry project in
At just 69 kg weight the new unit is small enough and light Cheshire, UK.
enough to fit inside industry standard jetting vans and therefore
could be utilised by individual operators with relative ease. The Super Midi as a step up from the
standard Midi Miller also has several new additions to its capabilities including a digital electronic
control box and electric safety clutch while still featuring an emergency stop button and Operator
Presence Control (shielded foot pedal).
The unit comes with Picote’s double shaft on which the outer casing is stationary whilst the inner
core rotates at between 500 and 1,500 rpm, rotating the cutter/cleaning head. This means that the
operator does not have to directly handle any rotating part eliminating the usual dangers associated
with such parts (for example damaged hands or legs) should the rotational shaft tangle or spring
back. As with Picote’s entire range of Millers, this makes the Super Midi a much safer unit to
operate overall. Furthermore the shielded foot pedal which operates the working head means that the
operator can use both hands to control the milling shaft, unlike other rival systems which have the
user holding the shaft with one hand whilst controlling the rotation with the other. The electronic
control box also means that the foot pedal instructions to the motors are smooth and precise,
simplifying the operation and increasing the safety levels even further.
The new Super Midi comes fitted with a standard 20 metres of flexible shaft with the potential to
add an additional 10 metre length as required for the job in hand. The unit is designed to work in
pipes from DN70 (3 inch diameter) to DN150 (6 inch diameter).
The Super Midi has the power to handle typical descaling work, FOG (Fat/Oil/Grease) removal,
blockage removal and reopening of lateral connections after lining with Cured-in-Place Pipes
(CIPP). This makes the unit not only ideal for every day cleaning work in external pipes but also for
work that may need to be carried on pipes inside buildings, given that the standard outer casing of
the 12 mm (½ in) diameter shaft allows added flexibility through bends typically found in the these
types of pipelines. The unit is also easy to use as it runs off a UK domestic supply via a 110 V/16
amp transformer. This is also where the Super Midi has advantage over the Maxi Miller (which
operates off a 32 amp supply in the UK) that it will work off of domestic power plugs without the
need to provide external power sources.
FIELD PERFORMANCE
Despite being relatively new to the market the Super Midi machines currently being used in the field
have made their mark already.
In the UK market, one example of the
effectiveness of the new unit was demonstrated on a
project undertaken by the Dyno Rod Thames Valley
franchisee. A DN150 (6 inch) metal storm water
pipe, that was largely furred-up, needed cleaning
and opening out to allow flows to return to the
required ‘norm’. After three days of utilising a
range of ‘standard’ equipment, the scaling had
barely been touched, so the contractor approached
The Super Midi milling machine from Picote
Solutions.
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Picote for advice. Picote recommended the use of
the new Super Midi with belief it could achieve the
cleaning that the more traditional cleaning systems
could not provide. Once on site and fitted with a
Cyclone Chain the storm water pipe was cleaned
thoroughly in just half a day, much to the delight of
the contractor and the client.
Kristian Cummins of Dyno Rod Thames Valley
said of the Super Midi: “We find the Super Midi to
be a highly effective machine. As compared to our
usual mechanical cleaning system it is twice as fast
and twice as effective. We have used to Super Midi
widely over recent times and it has become a ‘go
to’ tool particularly for the more challenging Various tools that can be used with the
Picote Supper Midi machine including
operations.”
Another example of the Super Midi in operation from top left clockwise: Premium Cyclone
was when the unit was used to clean a water pipe. cleaning chain, the Smart Spider tool, the
A utility contractor took on a job requiring a 180 m Twister Express and the Twister Concrete
length of 3 inch (75 mm) diameter cast iron water Remover.
main that was severely chocked (up to 95% in
places) to be cleaned as an enabler for sliplining it with alkathene water pipe, in Queensferry,
Cheshire, UK.
With a host pipe so severely blocked, the contractor tried to utilise its own cleaning system which
did not have the desired effect. In fact the system actually caused the blockage to increase at the
narrowest points in the pipe. To alleviate the problems CJ Kelly Associates, an official Picote
distributor and Service Centre for the UK, provided the contractor with the Super Midi along with
the 10 m extension shaft, a leader, original 3 inch (75 mm) cleaning chains and a 50 mm (2 inch) 3D
drill head. Working over three separate 60 m long sections of pipe the Super Midi with the chain
and drill head configuration completed the cleaning work very effectively.
Commenting on the Super Midi’s performance a contractor’s representative said: “Our 26 t
specialist vehicle could not achieve what a machine (the Super Midi) that fits in the rear of an estate
car managed to do.” Website: www.picotesolutions.com

KEEL CUTTERS USED ON UGANDAN WATER PROJECT

One of Steve Vick International’s Keel Cutters in use in Uganda.
teve Vick International (SVI) recently announced it has exported three N600 Keel Cutters to
Uganda to carry out work on a large, high profile project designed to improve the living
conditions of the residents of Kampala through provision of a safe and reliable water supply and
improved sanitation until 2040.
Safety was a high priority for the project and it was felt by the contractors that Steve Vick’s Keel
Cutters, which automatically track around the main, would offer a safer method of circumferentially
cutting and bevelling ductile water pipes when compared with traditional methods using hand held
grinders and stihl saws.
The machines are powered by a hydraulic power pack allowing the blade to track automatically
around the circumference of the pipe wall at a cutting speed of approximately 140 mm/min. One of
the many benefits of the Keel Cutter is that minimum clearance is required around the pipe, only
200 mm to 250 mm depending on the model, thus reducing size of excavation.
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SVI’s N600 Keel Cutters will be
used on a 52 km stretch of 1,400 mm
diameter ductile water pipeline and
approximately seven off-takes of 700
mm diameter water pipeline.
The N600 keel cutter has an
additional benefit, when used with a
guide ring it can automatically cut and
bevel ductile iron up to 1,600 mm
diameter, making it quicker and more
accurate than traditional methods. The
N600’s cutting speed is approximately
100mm/min which helps save time and
therefore costs.
SVI was asked to deliver onsite
training to the teams using the Keel
Cutters. Andy Hutchison, Technical Andy Hutchison (left) receives the Lion’s Lair Award
Support Engineer for Steve Vick from Jonathan Walley, Managing Director Energy at
Kier for SVI’s Enhanced SEAL system.
International, travelled to Uganda to
deliver the training to three teams, made up of nine operators and three foremen.
Andy Hutchison commented: “The feedback was positive and the teams were impressed with the
keel cutters. They particularly liked how the cutters could cut and bevel at the same time and that
they are lightweight, easy to set up and operate.” The whole programme is set to last for two years,
finishing in 2020.
The SVI Keel Cutters are designed to cut steel, cast iron, ductile iron, asbestos, cement and plastic
pipe. SVI is the exclusive worldwide supplier of Keel Cutters. Keel Cutters are just one of a wide
range of pipe cutting and cracking products supplied by SVI, many of which have been designed by
the company as a solution to specific problems in the utilities industry.
In a further announcement, the popular London Showcase and Lions’ Lair took place on 26
February 2019.
Five shortlisted finalists had four minutes to showcase their new innovation followed by four
minutes of questions from the judges. Steve Vick International chose to present Enhanced SEAL, a
safe and effective method of abandoning 100% of T1 gas mains under ‘live’ conditions without
removing the tee piece and won the coveted Tommy McNicholas Shield.
Andy Hutchison, Technical Support Engineer, represented Steve Vick International. He was the
last to present but kept his nerve and delivered an excellent presentation which, combined with this
innovative product, won the judges over on the day.
The judging panel consisted of Chris Bielby, Director of Industry Liaison at SGN, Chris Clarke,
Future Strategy Director at Wales & West Utilities and James Harrison, Head of Operations for
London at Cadent.
Enhanced SEAL was developed by Steve Vick International in collaboration with Northern Gas
Networks and funded by the Network Innovation Allowance. The key benefits of the technique are
that:

Abandonment is carried out remotely from a nearby ‘non-sensitive’ position up to 60
m away from the parent main

Safety is significantly improved by sealing the last transition joint between the T2/3
and T1 pipe and therefore any risk of a gas leak is removed

The size of excavation is kept to a minimum which reduces the impact on the
environment
Enhanced SEAL also delivers cost savings by reducing reinstatement, traffic management and time
on-site and less disruption to customers and the public is created by excavating in non-sensitive
areas.
Following the Lions’ Lair there was an excellent presentation from keynote speaker, Mark
Horsley, CEO at Northern Gas Networks, entitled Northern Soul, a fascinating insight into the
innovations being used in their Network and the benefits these innovations are providing.
The event was organised by IGEM’s London, Southern and Eastern Section in conjunction with
the Pipeline Industries Guild; ULC sponsored the event. The Ben Kinsella Trust was one of the
beneficiaries, with donations made on the evening going to the charity to ‘educate children about the
dangers of knife crime and make our streets safer for eveyone’.
IGEM has also become the first national charity partner for Solutions for the Planet’s Big Ideas
programme which were also beneficiaries.
Northern Gas Networks has estimated this newly developed technique will be saving them in the
region of £4 million during this RIIO period alone. Northern Gas Networks has already saved in
excess of £1.5 million and as with all NIA funded projects, all knowledge will be shared, potentially
replicating these savings across all Gas Distribution Networks. Website: www.stevevick.com
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ANNUAL DINNER & AWARDS CEREMONY - CALL FOR ENTRIES
Venue: De Vere Tortworth Court, Tortworth, Wooton Under Edge, GL12 8HH
Date: 19 September 2019
Set in the beautiful grounds of the De Vere Tortworth Court hotel, this year’s Annual Dinner and Awards
Ceremony is being held on the evening of the 19 September 2019, after the Bristol NODIG Roadshow has taken
place.
Ticket Prices:

Early Bird Rate: £100.00 before 5 July 2019 (exc. VAT)

Standard Rate: £120.00 (exc. VAT)
Single tickets or tables of ten can be purchased. Tickets will be available to purchase shortly but for any further
enquiries please contact Chantel Avis: cavis@westrade.co.uk
Tickets include a Drinks Reception, three course meal and entertainment throughout the evening.
Sponsorship packages will be circulated shortly. To register your interest or for further information please contact Paul
Harwood, Managing Director at Westrade Group: pharwood@westrade.co.uk
UKSTT Awards
The Awards are open for anyone to enter with a deadline date of 16 May 2019 for entries.
There are 8 categories to choose from. Each entry will be considered individually by the judges against each of the criteria as
listed on the relevant application form.
Categories include:

Innovative Product

New Installation – Water & Wastewater Sector

New Installation – Energy & Communications Sector

Renovation – Water & Wastewater Sector

Renovation – Energy & Communication Sector

Environmental

Application of Digital Technology

Young Professional.
Shortlisted entrants will be notified on the 8 August, 2019. The entry forms and guidelines can be found on the website for any
further enquires please contact Lynn on admin@ukstt.org.uk or Tel: 01926 513773.
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NOWHERE OFF LIMITS FOR THE OFF-ROAD JET VAC MONSTER
A go-anywhere jet vac tanker designed for use by the military and United Nations relief teams is
keeping sewers running smoothly in some of the remotest parts of central and southern England.
The JHL recycling jet vac tanker is being used by drainage and water utility specialist Lanes Group plc
to access remote sewers and culverts across difficult terrain on behalf of Thames Water.
Lanes, Thames Water’s wastewater network services maintenance partner, is using the specialist
vehicle for more productive planned cleaning of main sewers and to respond rapidly to off-road
blockages.
Michael Hall, Head of Operations for Lanes Utilities, said: “Our 8x8 jet vac tanker is the only vehicle
of its kind operating in the UK, and it’s all-terrain capability is proving its worth time and again. We can
quickly reach assets, such as sewers and culverts, that are far from a road or firm ground, for example on
farmland or under railways. The vehicle is also ready to be deployed if there is a flood to maintain critical
assets such as pumping stations.”
The vehicle has enhanced ground clearance plus eight-wheel drive and steering. It was originally designed to support
wastewater management in remote military bases and humanitarian aid camps.
As well as chomping up the most challenging terrain, the 8x8 jet vac can continuously filter and reuse its water, so can operate
for longer without having to refill its 14,000-litre tank. It can also pump up to 700 litres of water a minute over two kilometres.
Two Lanes drainage engineers have now undergone specialist off-road training in the vehicle to support their work in some of
the most remote and hard-to-reach locations across the Thames Water region.
The training has taught them how to make the safest and best use of the jet vac tanker’s ability to cope with boggy and unstable
ground and risk assess conditions to ensure all off-road hazards are fully considered.
In Long Hanborough, in Oxfordshire, the vehicle has been used to travel 1,000 metres across farm and construction land that
had been churned up by excavators to carry out a large sewer clean.
Without the JHL 8x8, the project could only have been completed with a recycler jet vac tanker, two tracked portable jetting
reels and the deployment of a confined space entry team.
Jet vac operative Chris Wood, who is the vehicle’s main driver, said: “This is an extraordinary piece it kit. It makes our off-road
work much more productive and allows us to react more quickly to potential pollution incidents. Importantly, because I can drive
right up to a manhole, wherever it is, and vacuum blockage material from the sewer, we do not have to send in a confined space
team which is a major safety boost. There has not been a project yet where we haven’t felt confident that we can reach an offroad sewer. Even when we have been axle-deep in mud, it has kept on going.”
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Off-road Training Specialist Mark Stopps, of Explore the Country, near Milton Keynes, who led the training, said: “The 8x8 jet
vac is a very impressive piece of machinery. It has better off-road capabilities than many similar-sized military vehicles. Hats off
to Lanes for giving its drivers off-road training, it is not something that many users of all-terrain vehicles think of doing.”
Website: www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
PSS HIRE INVESTS IN NEW DATA CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY
PSS HIRE, one of the UK and Ireland’s leading utilities and pipeline equipment
providers, has expanded its pressure testing hire fleet to provide the water industry
with a complete commissioning solution.
The company’s new data capture technology, which is available to hire from PSS
HIRE’s network of service centres across the UK and Ireland, allows for the accurate
capture and reporting of the whole pipeline commissioning process, including
surveying, swabbing, pressure testing, chlorinating, de-chlorinating and sampling.
Compliant with IGN 4-01-03, the new range uses Tibiis Bluetooth data loggers in
conjunction with the Piped App to provide live alerts to supervisors and instant,
automated test results on site and online.
To reduce leakages and improve water quality, the innovative equipment also
boasts a reporting feature for in-depth analysis, auto flow recording, plus GPS, time
and date stamped data records providing independent results that cannot be tampered with.
Mark Hamilton, Director of PSS HIRE said: “The investment will allow the company to offer a complete pipeline
commissioning solution for contractors, whilst providing online evidence of good workmanship. PSS HIRE is the only UK
company to offer equipment for each part of the commissioning process and we are extremely proud to be leading in the market
with new services. Along with providing efficiencies and improved levels of service, our new product offering will also help
water companies with their PR19 and AMP7 obligations, due to its focus on data capture, assurance and ultimately, helping to
reduce leakage. To ensure we can provide expert advice and assistance to our customers across these new products, we have
qualified a large number of the company’s service engineers and rental managers in the EUSR accredited Pipeline
Commissioning Technician course.”
The new equipment has been purchased from twoH – one of the UK’s leading suppliers of pipeline commissioning products.
PSS HIRE operates from 14 service centres across the UK & Ireland, offering a full range of equipment for hire, sales or repair to
the utilities, civil engineering, pipeline, infrastructure and associated sectors. The company is a specialist division of A-Plant –
one of the UK’s largest equipment rental companies. Website: www.aplant.com
M GROUP SERVICES ACQUISITIONS
M Group Services (the Group), a leading provider of services to essential
infrastructure markets in the UK, with a turnover of over £1 billion, recently
announced the acquisition of Industrial Water Jetting Systems (IWJS).
IWJS is one of the leading providers of wastewater network services to the water,
transport and environmental sectors, with revenues in excess of £30 million per
annum. Its extensive service offering includes sewer and drainage maintenance and
rehabilitation, lining and patch repair, jetting and cleansing and CCTV
investigation.
As M Group Services’ sixth acquisition in just over two years, IWJS will retain
its brand identity and will continue to operate as a standalone specialist services
business within M Group Services, forming part of the Group’s Utilities division
that includes operating businesses Morrison Utility Services, the UK’s largest
dedicated utility service provider, and PMP Utilities, a leading provider of asset refurbishment, renewal and repair services in
hazardous environments and confined space.
M Group Services Chief Executive Jim Arnold commented: “This is a significant acquisition that further enhances the scope of
complementary, specialist essential infrastructure services that our Group delivers to utilities and other infrastructure clients in
the UK and Ireland.
“Over the past 40 years, IWJS has demonstrated its ability to forge trusted, long-term client relationships and a capacity to cross
-sell its extensive range of wastewater network services. Now, as a part of M Group Services, IWJS will benefit from the growth
and diversification opportunities associated with membership of a broader infrastructure services group. We are delighted to
welcome IWJS to the M Group Services family.”
IWJS Managing Director Christopher Stewart commented: “IWJS has evolved to become one of the UK’s leading wastewater
network and associated infrastructure solution providers. Following this acquisition, IWJS is ideally positioned to work with our
fellow M Group Services businesses, creating value by complementing their existing service offerings for the benefit of our
clients, while taking advantage of the financial scale of the Group and the growth opportunities this will bring.”
Further to this it was also announced that its wastewater network services subsidiary, IWJS, has completed the acquisition of
the drainage division of Tomato Plant Company (TPC).
As a specialist wastewater network service provider to the transport, utility and industrial sectors, TPC undertakes high pressure
jetting, interceptor maintenance, pollution and flood management, sewer rehabilitation, CCTV inspection and liquid waste
haulage.
Following the acquisition, TPC will be rebranded as IWJS Specialist Services, providing IWJS with complementary lining,
sewer cleaning and maintenance capability and specialist expertise on working in airside environments.
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M Group Services Chief Executive Jim Arnold commented: “Since inception,
TPC has achieved impressive growth, delivered through investment in skilled staff
and specialist equipment, as well as a strong service delivery reputation. This
acquisition broadens the scope of capability within IWJS and we have identified a
number of opportunities to accelerate the growth of IWJS Specialist Services and to
offer wider support for other M Group Services businesses. We are delighted to
welcome TPC into IWJS and as a member of M Group Services.”
Keith Williams, the selling owner of TPC, said: “Over the years, TPC has
established a reputation as a trusted, specialist wastewater service supplier for
Heathrow Airport and other clients. I would like to wish TPC every success in its
work as part of IWJS and M Group Services.” Keith Williams will retain ownership of the company’s plant haulage division as
well as Tomato Tyres and Plumb Tomatoes. Website: www.mgroupservices.com
DRAINAGE SURVEY SUPPORTS MEAT PLANT UPGRADE
Drainage specialist Lanes Group plc has cleaned and surveyed the drainage
system to support a major renovation programme at one of the UK’s largest meat
processing plants.
The drainage specialist spent three months carrying out the work at the Tulip
abattoir and meat factory at Ashton-under-Lyne in Greater Manchester, UK.
A jet vac tanker and a CCTV drainage survey team from the Lanes Manchester
depot were deployed at the 2.6-hectare site over 12 weekends over a four-month
period.
The work was part of an £8 million upgrade programme carried out at the plant
by Tulip to improve productivity and enhance its position as the largest producer
of higher welfare pork products in the UK.
The full site drainage survey was essential to support a change of layout to the
butchering and packaging areas and install a new ventilation system and enhanced hygiene segregation.
Eddie Fraser, Principle Contractor from Hunter Safety Solutions, working on behalf of Tulip Ltd, said: “We needed to know the
precise location of all drainage pipes before installing new ventilation equipment, which involves drilling into concrete floors.
Thanks to Lanes, we now have a fully-updated site drainage map, which will help Tulip plan future site developments in a timely
and efficient manner. The experience Lanes teams could bring to bear working on a large, complex and busy site has paid
dividends, because they carried out this essential work flexibly without disrupting production.”
Tulip Ashton Site Director Catherine Gormley said: “The rejuvenation of our facilities and infrastructure will help us to meet
the needs of customers going forward and ensure our processes are as efficient as possible."
The cleaning and CCTV survey programme incorporated all wastewater pipework on site, including surface water drains and
gullies, production effluent pipes, and foul drains. All the pipes were clay, with diameters ranging from 100 mm to 375 mm.
At one point, a tracked remote water jetting reel was used to access a location in the factory that the jet vac tanker’s hose could
not reach.
Ian Clapham, Area Development Manager for Lanes Manchester, said: “The remote reel extended the length of hose we could
deploy. It was connected to the jet vac tanker and positioned outside a doorway close to the otherwise inaccessible internal
manhole. In accordance with the construction phase plan issued by Tulip, we also observed best practice health and safety, and
hygiene practices at all times." Waste material vacuumed from the pipes was taken to an authorised disposal site.
Lanes provided a complete set of CCTV survey reports, detailing the location and condition of all pipework, which allowed
Tulip to update its site drainage plan.
The upgrade at the Ashton abattoir by Tulip, part of Danish Crown, has been central to the company’s commitment to
sustainable meat production. A large majority of the pigs processed on the site are outdoor-bred on RSPCA-assured farms.
Website: www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

ABOUT UKSTT

The United Kingdom of Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) is a Society, involved in the education development and promotion
of trenchless techniques. Since its inauguration in 1993, the Society has added to its portfolio of training seminars and networking
events including the Annual Roadshow Series, Masterclass Series, Annual Awards Dinner, Charity Golf Day and Joint PIG
events. With its high value service and access to a vast library of technical papers, UKSTT plays an important role in promoting
the benefits of trenchless technology within the utility industry. If you would like more information, please contact Lynn
Maclachlan at 01926 513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
UKSTT TECHNICAL ENQUIRY SERVICE - over £1 million of potential work per annum
The UKSTT website has a dedicated link for visitors to raise technical enquiries they may have concerning the world of
trenchless working. In addition, the administration team in Kenilworth, receive many calls seeking help. As part of the Corporate
Membership benefits package many of these work associated potential advisory/problem solution queries generate business
directly or indirectly for our members. These enquiries are passed directly to our Corporate members and if they are able to assist
or put a tender in they are then in a position to respond directly to the enquirer. For further membership benefits please visit our
website or contact Lynn on 01926513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
CALL FOR NO-DIG AWARD 2019 ENTRIES

T

he call for this year’s No-Dig Award is now open! The
closing date for submissions is 30 June 2019.
Entries must be submitted online from the ISTT website
using the weblink: www.nodigaward.com
Please note the ‘Trenchless Project’ and ‘New Machine’
categories are limited to ISTT (Affiliated Society) members
holding a corporate membership. In case of a team submission,
at least, one of the team members must hold an ISTT corporate
membership. If you are not sure of your membership level,
please contact your local society contacts are listed on the ISTT
website: www.istt.com
The Award Presentation will be held in Florence, Italy, on
Tuesday 1 October 2019, during the Gala Dinner of International No-Dig Florence 2019.
Applications must be in English and should be prepared with the criteria listed below in mind with
a maximum of 1,000 words supported by suitable illustrations in PDF file format. Illustrations
should be inserted to the text (one file per entry), specifying the entry category of the Award from
the following list:

Academic research or training aid/course.

Trenchless project completed (projects completed within a year or two)-limited to
Corporate members.

New machine, tool, material, system or technique introduced- limited to Corporate
members.

Student or young professional paper - Members regularly enrolled in college or
university, or spending at least half their time on academic course work

SPONSORS LINKS
Click Logo for weblink

Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.

ENTRY CRITERIA
Criteria for selection of Awards are as follows:

Does the entry make a contribution to the advancement of trenchless technology
worldwide?

Does the entry contribute to protecting the environment and/or reduce social costs?

Are the above benefits clear from the entry?

Is the entry innovative, ingenious, elegant or novel?

Is the entry commercially and economically practicable?

Will the award make an impact with the media, decision-makers and the general
public?

Will the award impress ISTT members?

Has the entry been well explained and presented?
Applicants for the categories of Trenchless Project and New Machine should demonstrate a
practical use or development of trenchless systems or equipment for the installation or rehabilitation
of underground utility networks. For example, entries may address achievements in:

Improved economy and competitiveness of trenchless installations

Length and speed of drive for installation, replacement or renovation

Accuracy or size of installation

Materials used

Ground conditions successfully dealt with

Improved acceptability for clients, operators and/or environment

Underground detection, recording and mapping of obstacles, both natural and
man-made

Health and safety of employees and the general public

Matters related to training in the field of trenchless work

Research into any of the topics related to working on underground utilities.
The aim of ISTT is to promote the science and practice of trenchless technology and the Awards
are designed to raise the profile and status of the Society and its Award Winners. All award winners
are

Recognised at the Gala dinner and presented a trophy and certificate

Featured in an article in Trenchless International magazine

Added to the published list of ISTT award winner role of honour posted on the ISTT
website

Authorised to use the ISTT logo on promotional material related to the Award activity
or recipients.
In addition, the winner may be afforded an opportunity to make a brief presentation on the activity
that received the Award at the Conference, time and schedule permitting. The Student Award
winner receives a small cash award and limited financial travel assistance to attend the Conference.
If you have any further questions, please contact the ISTT secretariat at info@istt.com
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2019

May 8-10
RO-KA-TECH - Kassel, Germany.
Details from: www.vdrk.de/de/ro-ka-tech/english-version
May 17-21
NASTT No-Dig Show 2019 - Chicago, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com

If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk

June 6
No-Dig Roadshow 2019 - Glasgow, UK
Details from: www.nodigroadshows.co.uk
June 13
Trenchless Romania 2019 - Bucharest, Romania.
Details from: www.trenchless-romania.com
June 18-19
VST - Ville Sans Tranchée - Chatou, France.
Details from: FSTT
July 17-18
Trenchless Asia 2019 - Jakarta, Indonesia.
Details from: www.trechlessasia.com
September 10-13
No-Dig Down Under 2019 - Melbourne, Australia.
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com

September 19
No-Dig Roadshow 2019 - Bristol, UK
Details from: www.nodigroadshows.co.uk
September 30 - October 2
37th International No Dig 2019 - Florence, Italy.
Details from: www.nodigflorence2019.com

October 9 -11
No-Dig Turkey 2019 in conjunction with the 5th Water Loss
Forum Turkey - Ankara, Turkey.
Details from: www.nodigturkey.com

2020

September 15-17
No-Dig Live 2020 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
September 21 -23
Plastic Pipes XX - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Details from: eva@evacon.hu
17-18 November
Trenchless Asia 2020 featuring the ISTT International No
-Dig - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com
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